“Retail channel lines continue to blur with more outlets like mass merchandisers and supermarkets clambering to become consumers’ primary destinations for their drug store needs including OTC and prescription medications.”

– Diana Smith, Senior Retail & Apparel Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

- Are older consumers really drug stores’ core customers?
- What role do Hispanics play in the current drug store retailing environment?
- How can drug stores continue to solidify their commitment to consumers’ health and well-being?

Total US retail sales at drug stores reached almost $240 billion in 2014, or an increase of nearly 2.5% from 2013. Sales are expected to grow steadily through 2019 to just under $280 billion, or almost a 15% increase on the previous year. This growth is being influenced by growing populations of key demographic groups – namely adults 55+ and Hispanics. Lingering obesity rates will continue to impact the market as well as the effects of more people now having health care coverage as a result of the Affordable Care Act being implemented. While increasing competition from other channels like mass merchandisers and grocery chains are encroaching on traditional drug stores’ territory, most people still visit drug store pharmacies to fill prescriptions. Retail health clinics have low visitation rates at present but represent an opportunity for future growth as the number of clinics in the US continues to expand.
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**Key points**

* Consumers want savings and convenience from drug store retailers
  - Figure 65: Factors that would influence more frequent drug store shopping, November 2014

* Women more open to enhancements from drug stores
  - Figure 66: Factors that would influence more frequent drug store shopping, by gender, November 2014

* On-the-go young adults value convenience in all forms
  - Figure 67: Factors that would influence more frequent drug store shopping, by age, November 2014

* More than one third of consumers redeem coupons at drug stores
  - Figure 68: Coupon redemption at drug stores, July 2009-September 2014

  - Figure 69: Types of coupons used, August 2013-September 2014
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**Key points**

* Drug stores can help customers manage their health via enhanced services
  - Figure 70: Usage and interest in tools to manage health, November 2014

* Opportunity to increase penetration among young adults who are extremely interested in managing their health
  - Figure 71: Usage and interest in tools to manage health, by age, November 2014

* Much crossover exists among drug store shoppers and those interested in tools to manage health
  - Figure 72: Ways of managing health – Any usage/interest, by drug stores shopped in last 12 months – Any drug store shopped, November 2014

**Race and Hispanic Origin**

**Key points**

* Blacks are the heaviest shoppers at traditional drug stores
  - Figure 73: Drug stores shopped in-store in last 12 months, by race/Hispanic origin, November 2014

  - Figure 74: Drug store shopping frequency, by race/Hispanic origin, August 2013-September 2014

  - Figure 75: Drug store shopping frequency - mean monthly visits, By race/Hispanic origin, August 2013-September 2014

* Beauty and personal care items top the shopping lists of minority drug store consumers
  - Figure 76: Any item purchased in-store at a drug store, by race/Hispanic origin, November 2014

* CVS and Walgreens pharmacies in a share battle for Hispanics and Blacks
  - Figure 77: how prescriptions are filled, by race/Hispanic origin, November 2014

  - Figure 78: Where prescriptions are filled, by race/Hispanic origin, November 2014

* Retail health clinics draw a sizable Hispanic consumer base
  - Figure 79: Retail health clinics visited for treatment for self in last 12 months, by race/Hispanic origin, November 2014

* Half of non-whites go to health clinics for reasons other than to get shots
  - Figure 80: Type of treatment received at retail health clinic, by race/Hispanic origin, November 2014

* Overall satisfaction levels with health clinics high among all visitors
  - Figure 81: Satisfaction regarding treatment/service received at retail health clinic and Likelihood of a repeat visit to a retail health clinic, By race/Hispanic origin, November 2014
Blacks willing to shop at drug stores that actively support healthy lifestyles
Figure 82: Attitudes toward drug store shopping, by race/Hispanic origin, November 2014

Experiential rewards can drive incremental foot traffic to drug stores
Figure 83: Factors that would influence more frequent drug store shopping, by race/Hispanic origin, November 2014
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Where and how prescriptions are filled
Figure 91: Where and how prescriptions are filled, November 2014
Figure 92: Where and how prescriptions are filled, by household income, November 2014
Figure 93: Where and how prescriptions are filled, by employment, November 2014
Figure 94: Where and how prescriptions are filled, by mobile device ownership, November 2014

Items purchased at drug stores – in-store
Figure 95: Any item purchased in-store at a drug store, by household income, November 2014
Figure 96: Any item purchased in-store at a drug store, by employment, November 2014

Items purchased at drug stores – online
Figure 97: Any item purchased online at a drug store, by gender, November 2014
Figure 98: Any item purchased online at a drug store, by age, November 2014
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Figure 100: Any item purchased online at a drug store, by household income, November 2014

Retail health clinics – visitation/satisfaction
Figure 101: Retail health clinics visited for treatment for self in last 12 months, By area, November 2014
Figure 102: Satisfaction regarding treatment/service received at retail health clinic, by age, November 2014

Cold and flu reported incidences
Figure 103: Average percentage of American adults reporting having the flu on any given day vs. those reporting having a cold on any given day, By month, January 2015

Attitudes toward drug store shopping
Figure 104: Attitudes toward drug store shopping, by age, November 2014

Influencers to encourage more drug store shopping
Figure 105: Factors that would influence more frequent drug store shopping, by household income, November 2014

Key social media metrics
Figure 106: Key social media metrics for select drug store retailers, Jan. 2015
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Online conversations

Figure 107: Online mentions for select drug store retailers, by week, Jan. 12, 2014-Jan. 11, 2015

Brand usage or awareness
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Activities done
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Figure 124: Walmart (drug store items only) – Activities done – I have looked up/talked about this brand online on social media, by demographics, November 2014
Figure 125: Walmart (drug store items only) – Activities done – I have contacted/interacted with the brand online on social media to, by demographics, November 2014
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Figure 127: Walmart (drug store items only) – Activities done – I have researched the brand on social media to, by demographics, November 2014
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